
Week 7&8 Lesson Plans **See Worksheet Document for printables** 
*items will be graded, make sure work is typed in google docs OR submit to dojo portfolio  

Monday 5/4 Reading/Writing 
1.Log into Brainpop (in the portal) and click on your DASHBOARD at the top of the screen. 
*Complete the Make Inferences assignment. It will turn in automatically to the teacher. 
2.Join us on Google LIVE at 10 today for a writing lesson! Your teacher also has a fun activity to 
do with you for inferencing. 

-Read Whose Equiptment is this? On myOn. Teacher will lead “mystery” activity for this. 
            -Discuss inferencing, and complete poetry activity together. 
            -Watch Jimmy Carter video on youtube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_QchzGANTQ 
           -Walkthrough writing introduction, facts to include, and allow students to work and ask  
            questions. Students share. 
*3. Students finish Jimmy Carter informational writing. This is several paragraphs, not just a 
few sentences. Type and submit on google doc. SHARE with your WRITING teacher! 
4. Complete Classworks Reading Level 2 Activity or a miniLesson, activity, and quiz in your 
Learning Path (ILP). 
 
Tuesday 5/5 Math 

1. Watch Brainpopjr video “Repeated Addition”  
2. *Take the Easy Quiz 
3. Complete the repeated addition practice page 
4. Watch Brainpopjr video “Arrays” 
5. *Take the Easy Quiz. 
6. Complete the arrays practice page 
7. Complete Classworks assignment on multiplication 

 
Wednesday 5/6 Math/Science 

1. Watch the Brainpopjr Video “Basic Parts of a Whole.” 
2. *Take the Easy Quiz. 
3. Complete the Brainpopjr Coloring activity sheet on fractions. 
4. Read the book on myOn “Half you Heard of Fractions?”  
5. *Find an object or a type of food that you can evenly divide. Write about how you would 

divide that object or food evenly into fractions! Show us a picture of what you are going 
to divide! 

6. Complete Classworks Reading Level 2 Activity or a miniLesson, activity, and quiz in your 
Learning Path (ILP). 

 
Thursday 5/7 Social Studies 

1. Watch video on Juliette Gordon Low: 
ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQebHzif_Os 

2. Discuss with students some interesting facts they learned from the video. 
3. Go to Pebblego.com username: cobb password: cobb. Search Juliette Gordon Low and 

read each tab.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_QchzGANTQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQebHzif_Os
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4. Click on “media” and review the timeline of JGL’s life.  
5. *Introduce the graphic organizer that students will turn in for a grade.  
6. Complete Classworks Math assignment of your choice. 

 
Friday 5/8 VIRTUAL FIELD DAY!!! 
Refer to the email attachment from Monday with TONS of fun ideas for your family! 
Please send videos and pictures to COACH Hurley lindsay.hurley@dcssga.org 
 
Monday 5/11 Reading/ELA           POETRY READING DAY!!! 
We will be doing a Poetry Reading during our Google Meet at 10! 
*Please find a poem in a book or on the internet and practice reading it. You will perform your 
poem during our Google Meet. 
*For those who cannot attend the Google meet, WE MISS YOU! You will have your parents 
record you reading your poem and submit it to dojo portfolio. 
 
Complete Classworks Language Arts of your choice. 
 
Tuesday 5/12 Math 
*Game Day!! We will play a couple of games during our meeting!! Who’s going to be the 
winner? 
Complete Classworks Math of your choice. 
 
Wedensday 5/13 Science 
*Talent Show! Be practicing!!! Wow us with your skill and talent! 
Complete Classworks Language Arts of your choice. 
 
Thursday 5/14 Social Studies 
*Career Day! What do you want to be when you grow up? Dress up as that person/job to show 
us! 
Complete Classworks Math of your choice. 
 
Friday 5/15 Awards and End of the Year Party 
Join us on a Google Meet LIVE for awards at 10am. We hope to see all students and parents on 
this day! Each teacher will host her homeroom, so make sure you use the code your teacher 
sends...it will be different from the one we have used daily. 
 
Please bring your favorite snack and drink to this PARTY!!! You can dress your BEST or dress 
for SUMMER!!! 
 

mailto:lindsay.hurley@dcssga.org

